Dolbey Launching “Cloud-Powered” Clinical Documentation Solution – Fusion Narrate™ powered by nVoq™

Cincinnati, Ohio – Dolbey and Company, Inc. (Dolbey) Best in KLAS for Speech Recognition 2012-2016 and Category Leader – Front-end Speech Recognition for Imaging 2018 announces its new cloud-based speech recognition product – Fusion Narrate. Providers can dictate directly into any application, without the need for integration, and immediately benefit from many of Dolbey’s robust platform features, including the Fusion Narrate CAPD™ module, which ensures patient records are accurate and complete while improving patient care.

Dolbey has partnered with nVoq Incorporated (nVoq), a Boulder, CO provider of speech recognition and workflow automation solutions, to deliver Fusion Narrate. In the cloud for Healthcare since 2011, the proven nVoq SayIt™ speech recognition platform is based on leading-edge neural network and machine learning technology, offering superior accuracy, scale, and reliability.

“We are excited about our collaboration with nVoq. They have brought speech recognition to another level, making it a very attractive addition to our products in the healthcare industry,” states Jerry Dolbey, Owner and President of Dolbey. “With nVoq’s exceptional speech recognition accuracy along with a cost-effective, reliable, and user-friendly platform, Physicians and other healthcare providers find that Fusion Narrate offers a seamless and powerful tool for navigating and improving healthcare records.”

“Dolbey Fusion Narrate is a game-changer for the hospital and health system market,” said Charles Corfield, Chief Executive Officer of nVoq. “There’s now an extremely credible alternative for organizations who want the convenience of front-end speech recognition combined with innovative, highly functional clinical workflow support.”

These are some of the many benefits Fusion Narrate offers:

- Fast, accurate, lightweight cloud-convenience
- Clinicians can use it anywhere and seamlessly with any application
- No onsite server expense or maintenance
- Virtual desktop support
- One-click client installation
- Automatic updates – no downtime for upgrades
- Integrates with the Fusion Narrate Text™ platform for full transcription work flows
- 24/7/365 Support, 100% North American based
- Supports a variety of microphones including a wireless microphone app on a mobile device
- Simple yet powerful voice commands including unparalleled Vision Clicks™

To see Fusion Narrate in action, please visit booth #6024 at the HIMSS 18 Conference and Exhibition March 5 – 9, 2018.

About Dolbey
Dolbey and Company’s and Dolbey Systems’ award winning healthcare solutions deliver superior documentation, boosting productivity and improving patient care. Since 1914, Dolbey has advanced the latest technologies to meet the evolving demands of the healthcare community, including Speech Recognition, CAPD, CDI, CAC, Transcription and Dictation. For more information:
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About nVoq
Headquartered in Boulder, CO since 2000, nVoq prides itself on making workflow more efficient for knowledge workers. Our HIPAA and PCI-DSS-compliant solutions platform leverages “best in breed” technology components to optimize accuracy, availability and scale. We provide both the cloud-based SayIt™ speech recognition solution as well as the Agent Assist desktop automation toolkit for contact centers.
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